Steering Committee Meeting
Date and Time
Tues., 4/13/21
2 – 4 p.m.
Join the online meeting:

Location
Virtual

https://zoom.us/j/91374506871?pwd=S1YxTUd6YXlGSTluR2tHcWJaRHBidz09
Meeting ID: 913 7450 6871
Passcode: 526789

Agenda
Item

1. Welcome / Introductions / Review Agenda
2. Review and Approval of December 2020
Minutes
a. February update does not require a vote, but
any questions or comments from February
update as well?
3. Old Business.
a. None.
4. New Business.
a. Q3 workplan update.
i. COOP.
b. Q4 Deliverables and timeline.
i. Operating Principles Review.
c. Regional Equipment cache update.
d. Q4 Budget modification.
i. Deliberation on re-allocation of HMCC
funds.
e. BP3 workplan development.
f. Steering Committee terms ending 2021.

Discussion
Lead

Time
Allotted

Point of Discussion

(minutes)

Jackie

5

Jackie

5

Tracy/Mark

95

All attendees know who is in the
meeting; meeting agenda and goals
clear and adjusted as needed.

a. Review/update for SC.
b. Review/update for SC.
c.

Review/update for SC.

d. Discuss and vote on budget reallocation priorities.
e. Provide staff with priorities
regarding FY22 programming.
f.

5. Business not reasonably anticipated 48 hours
prior to meeting

10

6. Wrap-up and Adjourn

5

Meeting Handouts:
Agenda – p. 1
December minutes – p. 2
February written update – p. 4
BP2 Q3 work plan update – p. 7
HMCC Operating Principles – p. 20
Equipment cache list – p. 30
BP3 Programming Ideas Brainstorm – p. 31
HMCC Leadership listing w/terms – p. 33
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Identify and start planning for
those with terms ending 2021.

Steering Committee Meeting
Date and Time
Tues., 12/08/20
2 - 4 p.m.

Location

Virtual

Present

Absent

Jacqueline Johnson, Caring Health Center
Allison Egan, Berkshire Regional Planning Commission
Deb Clab, Western MA EMS (alternate EMS SC Member)
Brian Andrews, County Ambulance

John Meaney, Northern Berkshire EMS
Ron Riethle – Holyoke Medical Center
Heather Barbieri, Fairview Hospital
Carrie Matusko, Holyoke Health Center
Patricia Haner, Kimball Farms
Jeanne Galloway, City of West Springfield
Allen Phillips, MEMA
Loren Davine, City of Northampton

Staff and Guests in Attendance
Tracy Rogers, Mark Maloni, Xander Sylvain – HMCC Staff

Agenda/Notes
Item

Notes

1. Roll Call/Review Agenda

Jackie called the meeting to order at 2:07 p.m. Quorum was not met.

2. Approve minutes.

Minutes were not approved due to lack or quorum.

3. Old Business
a. No old business
4. New Business.
a. Regional PPE Cache
Maintenance and Rotation Plan
b. Regional PPE Cache Request
Process
c. Steering Committee officers
remainder of BP2.
d. Vaccine deployment and
messaging.

a. Brain Andrews made a motion to approve Regional PPE Cache
Maintenance and Rotation Plan. Motion passed all in favor at
2:17 p.m.
b. Confirmation that PPE requests from that EMS providers will
first go through WMEMS and then to the HMCC if needed. Brain
made a motion to approve Regional PPE Cache Request Process.
Motion passed all in favor at 2:17 p.m.
c. SC Officers, Jackie Johnson and Allison Egan, agreed to stay on in
their current roles through summer 2021.
d. Mark reviewed the HMCC vaccine deployment messaging that is
available on the HMCC website. Public health would like to see
ongoing updates around the role that public health will play in
vaccination of the public. Community health centers would like
to see additional information around storage of vaccines and
cold chain management. MA DPH has yet to release guidance on
whether EMS will be included in the first round of vaccine
administration. EMS would like to see more information around
this issue. Mark asked EMS representatives to consider how EMS
agencies could be used as trusted public health messengers for
vaccine information.
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5. Business not anticipated 48
hours prior to meeting
a. No unanticipated business.
Wrap-up and Adjourn

Jackie adjourned the meeting at 2:33 p.m.
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Good morning folks, as we look towards next week, there is little current business before us that
requires discussion, deliberation, or votes, so we have elected to cancel next week’s regular Steering
Committee business meeting, previously scheduled for Tuesday, February 9th at 4 p.m., and instead
provide you with updates via email.

Attached please find draft minutes from our prior business meeting – we will ratify them at our next
regular business meeting in April.

As you may remember, this year the state did not require HMCC’s to build/submit a workplan, and
instead just asked that each HMCC affirm their commitment to meeting the state’s deliverables, and
report/submit as directed by the deliverables themselves. However, HMCC staff appreciate the
structure a workplan creates, and therefore elected to use that same format this year. The HMCC
workplan with current updates for the end of Q2 (Dec. 31st) is attached, and serves as a situational
awareness tool only; for your convenience, I will tease out updates below in bullets.










HMCC staff continue to provide 24/7 coverage through the Duty Officer program; the Duty
officer rotations also include the fielding of resource requests during business hours
o Resource requests for PPE still come in, though at a significantly slower rate than in
2020
o Testing kits and ventilator sourcing assistance are also sought with some regularity
HMCC staff convene the clinical leadership of all Region1 hospitals to assess current patient load
at each facility, assess bed availability from a regional perspective, and assist with patient
transfer as needed
o Each HMCC region is currently designated by the Governor as Tier 4, meaning these
meetings happen each business day
o Weekly dashboards regarding hospital trends are published to the MA DPH WebEOC; we
have begun to issue those dashboards to this group as a situation awareness tool as well
o Region 1 hospital census has had some tight moments in the prior weeks, but has not
had significant or ongoing patient load balancing concerns
 As hospitalization trends decrease, we learned today that our region’s tier
designation will drop; for the next upcoming two weeks, we will convene three
times per week instead of daily
All deliverables that speak to assisting the state in furthering cross-disciplinary planning activity
remains low. Statewide healthcare coalition development, surge testing, and tools/training
regarding recovery have all been postponed in light of the more immediate demands of the
pandemic; disciplines within the coalition work to manage their own coordination of response
to COVID-19, and the bulk of healthcare/public health interagency coordination is at the state
level
Formal review of HMCC response plan and operating principles is current and required no
immediate activity from staff or leadership
New member recruitment efforts have been low
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o







However, we have garnered new hospital members due to our work assisting the state
with patient load balancing referenced above
o HMCC staff have also participated in information sharing and planning meetings with
area university and college health centers
Staff built a virtual Joint Information Center for the region’s four PHEP Coalitions to share
information regarding vaccine clinic planning logistics and public messaging; this forum allows
for discussion document sharing/housing in one centralized, password-protected location. Only
group members can see this forum on the webpage
o Other disciplines can work with HMCC staff to design similar forums if desired.
Staff reviewed our Response Plan’s Resource Coordination Annex in light of the past year, and
submitted an updated copy as part of the past quarter’s deliverables. No substantive changes
were made to the annex.
The ongoing effort to engineer software that would allow for real-time, virtual, multi-player
exercises has been put on hold again, as our prior developer had to step away from his contract;
we moved to try to find and hire a new software engineer, but the timing was VERY tight, and
given the time constraints we are facing, elected to hold off on further efforts on this during this
budget period. We will recommit to this software design in the next budget period, BP3 (FY22).

Coming Up Next:






Continuity of Operations planning for FRCOG/HMCC to maintains mission essential HMCC
functions
o The FRCOG has an existing COOP plan, but it needs to be reviewed and modified to
ensure it addresses all mission-essential functions described in the MA DPH contract
with the FRCOG
Update coalition outreach materials to reflect real-time response coordination (this is from our
Aar earlier this year that noted all outreach and publicity materials treat HMCC response
coordination as a theory, not a reality)
We received approval this week for our proposed regional cache purchases; as we build up our
inventory, we will build a catalog of HMCC equipment and supplies, and populate the website
with a listing of inventory, as well as the lending policies and procedures approved in prior
months by this committee.

Coalition staff remain poised to assist with convenings or initiatives that further the healthcare and
public health community’s efforts to coordinate the many aspect of managing the pandemic. We
recognize that much inter-agency coordination is happening at the level of the Commonwealth, and
we are committed to adding value, not noise, to our membership. If you have ideas of regional
need or gaps that are appropriate for HMCC staff to assist with, we would love to hear your ideas.

Please note a version of this update will also go out to the full membership as a newsletter to keep
the larger membership apprised of our current and upcoming activities.
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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, March 9th, and will be a COVID-19 check in meeting, not
a regular business meeting. Our next regular business meeting will be held the second Tuesday in
April. Both of these meeting invites were issued weeks back, and should be in your calendars
already – we look forward to seeing you then if not sooner!

Respectfully,
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Workplan
Budget Period 2 – 2020-2021

Deliverable 1: Provide support, as requested by DPH OPEM, with the creation and implementation of the State HCC, including planning
efforts and response activities.

Planned Activities

Evaluation
Measure(s)







Read and comment/markup any proposed plans, procedures, communications tools, etc., the state DPH
OPEM generates or requests be reviewed by sponsoring organizations
Sit on committees or advisory groups as is reasonable and appropriate, attend SO meetings
Furnish OPEM with any plans, procedures, demographic or other information as requested that provides
context of western MA structures and procedures, or provides representation of the planning, response, and
recovery needs of western MA/Region 1.
Agendas and meeting minutes reflecting review and discussion of documents and activities referenced in the
deliverable.
Timely submission of all referenced documents

Date to be
Completed

Deadlines dependent on the MA DPH OPEM schedule of activities for the Budget Period.

Responsible Entity

Region 1 HMCC staff; DPH OPEM staff
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:
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Deliverable 2: Collaborate with DPH OPEM in conducting inclusive risk planning for the whole community, including the collection of deidentified data from the emPOWER map every six months, promoting the DPH Emergency Preparedness Portal, and other activities
directed towards planning for individuals with access and functional needs.
 Continue to populate HMCC webpage with planning toolkits and resources; promote said resources at least
once during the program year via the HMCC newsletter
 Highlight and promote any training opportunities within the Commonwealth or online regarding FNSS planning
and response concerns
Planned Activities
 Collect emPOWER data for region twice per program year
 Highlight Preparedness Portal in newsletters and presentations
 Sponsor workshop on working with interpreters and translators
 emPOWER data
 webpage resources
Evaluation
Measure(s)
 newsletter article highlighting FNSS resources including Preparedness Portal
 Sign-in sheet
End of Q1: Newsletter highlight of existing planning resources including current HVA and DPH Preparedness Portal
Date to be
End of Q2: First round of emPOWER data pulled
Completed
End of Q3: Interpretation/translation workshop completed
End of Q4: Second round of emPOWER data pulled
Responsible Entity
HMCC Planning and Operations Coordinator
Q1: Newsletter was dense with higher priority messaging needs from stakeholder and DPH – will include in future
newsletter.
Q2: Interpretation/translation workshop completed
Newsletter was dense with higher priority messaging needs from stakeholder and DPH – will include in early Q3
Quarterly Updates
newsletter to highlight as a tool for general population vaccination clinic planning.
Ran late on emPOWER data; data pulled/updated January 2021 (early q3).
Q3: data pulled/updated.
Q4:
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Deliverable 3: Conduct an annual review of existing HMCC Principles of Operation and governing structure to ensure partnership and
engagement of all core disciplines (community health centers/large ambulatory care, EMS, emergency management, hospitals, local
public health, and long term care) and that all health care facilities that are interested are able to join the coalition. Each HMCC shall have
an updated list of coalition members, an organization structure to support regional activities, guidelines for participation and
engagement, as well as processes for coordination with DPH and ESF-8.

Planned Activities





Review Principles of Operation in the fall of 2020
Gain ratification of updated Principles of Operation in winter of 2020
Update membership database based on disciplinary coordinating group updates (rolling activity)


Evaluation
Measure(s)

Date to be
Completed

Responsible Entity

Steering Committee agendas and meeting minutes reflecting review and discussion of all documents referenced
in the deliverable.
 Timely submission of all referenced documents, reviewed and approved by Steering Committee (comprised of
all core disciplines), including:
o Current/updated Principles of Operation (to include a membership list, organizational structures that
support regional activities, guidelines for participation, and processes for coordination with DPH and the
state ESF-8 desk)
End of Q1:
End of Q2: Principles of Operation will be reviewed by HMCC staff, and presented to Steering Committee for
consideration
End of Q3: Steering Committee will ratify any edits
End of Q4:



Region 1 Planning and Operations Coordinator
Region 1 HMCC Steering Committee and alternates

Q1: No activity this quarter.
Quarterly Updates

Q2: Given the constraints under which staff and leadership currently work, in tandem with having completed a
formal review in May of 2020, we will wait to review operating principles in Q3 with the intent of ratifying any
changes in Q4.
Q3: Principles of Operation were distributed to HMCC Steering Committee for review in late March for
consideration, editing, and ratification in Q4.
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Q4:

Deliverable 4: Develop an updated list of coalition members and also identify additional healthcare stakeholder groups from the region
such as pharmacies, blood banks, dialysis centers, and urgent care centers. Provide an updated list to DPH OPEM by May 30, 2021.

Planned Activities

Evaluation
Measure(s)
Date to be
Completed
Responsible Entity






Continue to maintain current member database; edit and update via disciplinary structures and procedures
Review and update listing of all Region 1 pharmacies (Appendix 5 of Region1 Response Plan)
Pull list of Region 1 licensed clinics and urgent care centers from DPH Bureau of Health Care Safety and Quality
Gather blood bank information

 Membership spreadsheet
 Ancillary partner/prospective membership spreadsheet
End of Q1: No specific Q1 activity (rolling member database maintenance)
End of Q2: No specific Q2 activity (rolling member database maintenance)
End of Q3: Search for and identify Region 1 blood banks; review and update ancillary partner worksheet
End of Q4: Submit lists to OPEM (May 30)
Region 1 Planning & Operations Coordinator
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:

Deliverable 5: Ensure that all members of HMCC governing body have completed, and provided documentation of, at least
NIMS 700 to the HMCC Sponsoring Organization, to be available to DPH OPEM upon request.
Planned Activities

 Garner documentation from incoming leadership seat holders as appropriate
 Provide support to leadership around the logistics of how to access FEMA transcripts or access independent
study modules online
3|P a g e
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Evaluation
Measure(s)

Documentation of completion by HMCC Steering Committee members and alternates

Date to be
completed by

End of Q1: Issue transcript and Independent Study cheat sheet if/as needed
End of Q2: Issue transcript and Independent Study cheat sheet if/as needed
End of Q3: Issue transcript and Independent Study cheat sheet if/as needed
End of Q4: Issue transcript and Independent Study cheat sheet if/as needed

Responsible Entity

Planning and Operations Coordinator; HMCC Leadership
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:

Deliverable 6: Maintain a primary and secondary emergency notification system (ENS), capable of sending essential elements of
information (EEI) via multiple modalities (including but not limited to by email, text, and voice), to support situational awareness and
resource coordination in the region.
Planned Activities
Evaluation
Measure(s)
Date to be
completed by
Responsible
Entity




Improve and maintain Access database for all contacts
Maintain protocols for usage of email, Constant Contact mass mailing systems, HMCC webpage, and HHAN;
update protocols and train HMCC staff and leadership as needed

 Membership rosters from database (to be submitted as requested, and as evidenced in Preparedness Plan)
 Documented protocols for all communication modalities
End of Q1: Edit protocols as applicable. Make improvements to Access database.
End of Q2: Edit protocols as applicable
End of Q3: Edit protocols as applicable
End of Q4: Edit protocols as applicable
HMCC Planning and Operations Coordinator
Q1: No activity this quarter.
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Quarterly
Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:

Deliverable 7: Conduct an annual review of the HMCC Response Plan. This review must at least include feedback from stakeholders
related to the HMCC’s 2020 COVID19 response, but should also address gaps identified during any other exercises or real-world events. At
a minimum, the plan must establish or update a policy/procedure for when, how, and by whom the regional communication system will be
used (including how the HMCC will send communication when asked by DPH). Provide an updated plan to DPH OPEM by October 1, 2020.

Planned Activities






Debrief COVID-19 Response Coordination with HMCC Steering Committee
Build/submit AAR/IP
Make any necessary changes to Response Plan
Ratify edited Response Plan

Evaluation
Measure(s)





Meeting agendas/minutes
Real-incident AAR/IP
Edited Plan

Date to be
Completed
Responsible Entity

Quarterly Updates

End of Q1: Commence COVID-19 feedback collection with Steering Committee and membership;
End of Q2: build AAR/IP; make any plan changes based on AAR/IP
End of Q3:
End of Q4:
HMCC Program Manager, Duty Officers, HMCC Leadership
Q1: Built and reviewed HMCC AAR/IP with Steering Committee after collecting feedback via makings to full
coalition; findings in AAR spoke to the need for outreach materials updates and further investigating information
sharing options amongst the PHEP coalitions; however, no feedback directly impacted the current Response Plan’s
base plan or annexes.
Q2: Began work on creating a virtual Joint Information Center via the HMCC website for internal use and
information sharing via the WAG.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
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Q4:

Deliverable 8: Continue work with DPH on the region’s Resource Coordination Annex to outline policies and procedures for sharing
resources within the region and include mutual aid agreements amongst or between disciplines. This must include, but is not limited to,
identifying, maintenance, and distribution/activation of regional caches of resources the HMCC has oversight over or funds(ed). The
updated annex will be submitted to DPH OPEM by December 31, 2020.
 Review Response Plan Resource Coordination Annex
Planned Activities
 Update as needed



Evaluation
Measure(s)

Date to be
Completed
Responsible Entity

Updated/ratified Response Plan Resource Coordination Annex
Region 1 resource inventory

End of Q1:
End of Q2: Resource inventory data is collected; Region 1 Resource Coordination Annex ratified with any necessary
edits.
End of Q3
End of Q4:
Region 1 Planning and Operations Coordinator; HMCC Program Manager; HMCC Steering Committee
Q1:

Quarterly Updates

Q2: Reviewed annex and submitted to MA DPH in timely manner.
Q3: Further developed resource sharing protocols based on HMCC-owned assets; prioritization plan and rotation
plans have been developed and approved by the HMCC Steering Committee.
Q4:

Deliverable 9: Establish or update a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) for the HMCC and sponsoring organization that, at a minimum
includes order of succession and delegation of steering committee authority and ensures the ability for the sponsoring organization to
continue to provide contracted services. Submit to DPH by June 31, 2021.
 HMCC COOP
Planned Activities
o Build COOP plan (annex to Response Plan?)
o Review with Steering Committee
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o
SO COOP
o
o
o



Evaluation
Measure(s)



Ratify
Review and edit existing agency COOP in light of lessons learned during COVID-19
Review with FRCOG leadership
Get ratification from FRCOG Council

COOP Plans

Date to be
Completed

End of Q1:
End of Q2: COOP considerations factored into COVID-19 Response debrief and plan updates by staff, Steering
Committee, and FRCOG leadership
End of Q3: COOP Plans built/ratified
End of Q4:

Responsible Entity

Region 1 HMCC staff, Region 1 HMCC Steering Committee, FRCOG leadership, FRCOG Council
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: FRCOG COOP plan analyzed in light of contractual obligations to DPH via HMCC contract. All essential functions
within contract considered; those considerations not addressed within the Preparedness Plan or Response Plan
(specifically the considerations regarding continuity, delegation of authority, and ongoing capacity to stand up a real
or virtual EOC) have been integrated into the FRCOG COOP plan.
Q4:

Deliverable 10: In collaboration with DPH OPEM, participate in the Coalition Surge Test process as requested by DPH OPEM.

Planned Activities




Participate in OPEM-sponsored any workshops and/or exercises regarding the MA DPH Patient Placement
Coordination Plan (PPCP)
Assist OPEM in inviting and convening appropriate regional stakeholders to above-mentioned workshops and/or
exercises
Assist OPEM in collecting region-specific information that augments or informs the PPCP
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Evaluation
Measure(s)
Date to be
completed by
Responsible
Entity
Quarterly
Updates





Documentation of Region 1 HMCC staff participation in PPCP event planning/coordination as appropriate
Documentation of invites/corralling efforts with stakeholders as appropriate
Submission of data, documents, and any other information to augment or inform state PPCP as requested

TBD
Region 1 HMCC Program Manager; Region 1 Planning and Operations Coordinator
Q1: No activity this quarter.
Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:

Deliverable 11: Participate in DPH OPEM drills and exercises as requested (WebEOC, HHAN, etc).
Planned Activities HMCC staff will participate in exercises and drills as requested.
Evaluation
Measure(s)
Date to be
completed by
Responsible
Entity





Sign-in sheets from meetings, other attendance records
WebEOC logins and posts
HHAN confirmations

TBD
HMCC Program Manager, HMCC Planning and Operations Coordinator
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly
Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: HMCC Duty Officer participated in a low-notice Duty Officer call-down drill. Region 1 responded within the
requested timeframe.
Q4:
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Deliverable 12: Maintain a region-wide Training and Exercise Plan for BP2 and have available to DPH upon request.






Work with Steering Committee and membership to update the Region 1 MYTEP
Planned Activities
Build regular Training and Exercise information collecting schedule
Publish trainings and exercises via newsletter and website/calendar
List of known and anticipated regional trainings and exercises
Newsletters and web event calendars promoting trainings and exercises in Region 1 (or of interest to Region I
Evaluation
members in other HMCC regions)
Measure(s)
 Maintain system for Training and Exercise information collection and dissemination
 Sign-in sheets
End of Q1: Issue any known trainings/exercises available to HMCC members via website and newsletters; develop file
that shows the progressive training and exercise arc for the region
Date to be
End of Q2: Issue any known trainings/exercises available to HMCC members via website and newsletters
completed by
End of Q3: Issue any known trainings/exercises available to HMCC members via website and newsletters
End of Q4: Issue any known trainings/exercises available to HMCC members via website and newsletters. Develop
draft MYTEP for BP3 prior to budget discussions so the budget will include training/exercise funds as necessary.
Responsible
HMCC Program Manager; HMCC Planning and Operations Coordinator; HMCC T&E Subcommittee
Entity
Q1: Issued training and technical assistance options via HMCC newsletter – have not developed tracking file showing
trajectory of trainings in region.
Quarterly
Q2: Issued training and technical assistance options via HMCC newsletter – have not developed tracking file showing
Updates
trajectory of trainings in region.
Q3: No activity this quarter – HMCC newsletter will go out in early Q4 and late Q4.
Q4:

Deliverable 13: Participate, as requested by DPH OPEM, in the statewide HVA process and coordinate with regional stakeholders for their
participation.
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Planned Activities

Evaluation
Measure(s)
Date to be
Completed
Responsible Entity





Attend statewide convening
Offer written feedback to plans document and datasets as appropriate
Communicate statewide HVA objective, goals, strategies, and participation opportunities to membership as
appropriate
Assist with regional convening as needed
Meeting attendance records
Communications to Region 1 membership and OPEM





Rolling participation over the year; specific tasks and timelines TBD
Region 1 HMCC Program Manager and Planning & Operations Coordinator; OPEM staff
Q1: No activity this quarter.

Quarterly Updates

Q2: No activity this quarter.
Q3: No activity this quarter.
Q4:

Deliverable 14: Finish the design of online interactive exercise software to run through the HMCC website; begin testing the software in
expanding circles within Coalition.


Planned Activities

Evaluation
Measure(s)






Work with software engineer to complete the software design
Work with web designer/server host to ensure overall compatibility with website, potentially contract to
oversee software engineer
Install software plugin onto website, build practice scripts
Work with HMCC staff to identify bugs and issues
Demonstrate software to Steering Committee, gain further feedback
Work with contractors to remedy bugs or issues

Existence of software; sample scripts and simulations
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Date to be
Completed

End of Q1:
End of Q2: Staff trained on software and printed documentation on hand; sample scripts/simulations written.
End of Q3: Beta test of website forums as housing for a full “exercise in a box”.
End of Q4: Software demonstrated to Steering Committee.

Responsible Entity

Quarterly Updates

Q1: Worked to find a possible software engineer after our prior engineer quit due to stress.
Q2: Unable to find engineer/designers to pickup the outstanding work in time. Project tabled due to COVID-related
demands. DELIVERABLE SUSPENDED FOR REMAINDER OF PROGRAM YEAR.
Q3:
Q4:

Deliverable 15: Provide awareness-level interpreter services training.



Planned Activities

Evaluation
Measure(s)

Contract with University of Massachusetts at Amherst Translation Center to create and facilitate a training for
professionals in the health and medical field in western Massachusetts entitled “Working with Translators and
Interpreters in Health Field Settings.”
Topics to be covered during the training must include, but are not limited to:
 Bilingual Employees in Your Agency – Should they serve as dual-role interpreters and/or translators?
 The Dangers of Children, Minors, Relatives, and Close Family Friends Serving as Interpreters and/or
Translators (including legality issues)
 Observation of Role-Play Situations
 To Use or Not to Use Google Translate
 How to Work Effectively with Interpreters and Translators
 Options for Languages Services
 The UMASS Translation Center’s Services (brochure will be provided)

Training Records
Sign in sheets
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Date to be
Completed

End of Q1: Contract signed; training date determined; training delivery modality determined
End of Q2: Training conducted
End of Q3:
End of Q4:

Responsible Entity
Q1: All work to arrange for and publicize training conducted; training scheduled for early in Q2.
Quarterly Updates

Q2: Training conducted. Deliverable complete.
Q3:
Q4:
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Region 1 Health and Medical Coordinating Coalition Operating Procedures
(Revised May 27, 2020)

Article I: Purpose

The members of the Health and Medical Coordinating Coalition, otherwise known
as the HMCC, in Preparedness Region 1(Berkshire, Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden
counties minus the communities of Orange, New Salem, Brimfield, Wales and Holland),
agree to work collaboratively to enhance regional capacity to plan for, respond to,
recover from, and mitigate the impact of a wide range of health and medical threats.
The primary agencies that are guided by these principles and comprise the core
membership of the HMCC in region 1 are: hospitals, emergency medical services
(EMS), local public health (LPH), community health centers (CHC), long-term care
facilities (LTC), emergency management, visiting nurse agencies, home health
agencies, dialysis centers, and university/college health centers.

During an emergency, the HMCC will serve a multi-agency coordination function
for health and medical agencies within Region 1, in order to provide for more efficient
coordination of health and medical activities under the necessary Emergency Support
Functions (ESF).

The HMCC may accomplish these purposes by:


Conducting regional planning and developing regional plans that address all
phases of the disaster cycle



Participating in cooperative training and exercising of regional plans



Identifying, publicizing, writing for (or aiding participating organizations in writing
for) grant funds that enhance regional health and medical capacity to respond to
emergencies



Developing and maintaining an emergency response structure with required
response roles filled by paid personnel and augmented with voluntary response
elements
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Coordinating a cohesive regional response with a single, 24/7 point of contact for
communication with Massachusetts Department of Public Health (MDPH) state
and regional staff, Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency (MEMA),
and regional public health/healthcare system stakeholders



Aggregating pertinent information to maintain and communicate situational
awareness



Organizing or supporting a Joint Information System (JIS)



Coordinating requests for assets and resources



Assisting with recovery and mitigation efforts.

Article II: Governance Structure

The HMCC shall have the following Committees:
1. Steering (to guide the HMCC activities, identify capability gaps, and determine
priorities)
2. Planning
3. Training and Exercise
4. Ad hoc committees to be established by the Steering Committee as needed.

Article III: HMCC Steering Committee

Section A: Steering Committee Composition.
The HMCC Steering Committee shall consist of ten voting members: two
representatives appointed and overseen by each of the following core discipline groups,
using a fair and transparent selection process chosen by the discipline:
1. Public health, as nominated by the four region 1 PHEP coalitions and selected by
the Western Mass Public Health Advisory Group (WAG)
2. Public and private emergency medical services as coordinated by Western Mass
EMS
3. Long-term care centers, as coordinated by MassMAP
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4. Community health centers as coordinated directly by the participating CHCs.
5. Hospitals, as coordinated by the Western Region Hospital Emergency Planning
Committee.

Section B: Alternates.
Discipline groups may select two alternates who will represent their discipline in the
absence of a Steering Committee member from that discipline. Alternates may not vote
if the regular appointed member is present.
Resignation and/or change in a group’s alternate representative is to be submitted in
writing to the HMCC staff and Steering Committee Chair at the earliest possible
convenience.

Section C: Steering Committee Seat Fulfillment.
In the quarter prior to the end of their term of service, HMCC Steering Committee seats
will be filled through elections by each respective discipline in the process outlined by
each disciplinary coordination group cited in Article III Section A. Steering Committee
members who must resign prior to the end of their term will have their vacant seat filled
by a disciplinary alternate. Disciplinary coordination groups may then elect a new
alternate at their earliest convenience according to the process outlined in Article III
Section A.

Section D: Steering Committee Duties and Authority.
The HMCC Steering Committee has the following duties and authority:


Bring concerns from member communities and disciplines to the HMCC and the
HMCC staff



Meet no less than quarterly



Update the five member disciplines regularly on HMCC activities in a manner that
ensures all constituents have the opportunity to be informed and give feedback
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Develop annual and long-term goals and priorities for the HMCC based on
hazard vulnerability analyses, capability planning guides, or other gap analysis
tools



Review and approve HMCC-wide policies



Advise the sponsoring organization on the best methods to meet HMCC goals
and deliverables



Review and act on reports and recommendations from HMCC staff



Provide feedback to the sponsoring organization on HMCC staff performance



Review and vote on the sponsoring organization’s annual operating budget and
work plan



Submit documentation of successful completion of IS-NIMS 700; incoming
Steering Committee members must provide such submission prior to holding
voting rights in Steering Committee meetings



Review and approve grant applications written in the name of the HMCC or that
cite the HMCC as active partners in grant activities



Review Operating Principles annually



Share information on emergency planning and response efforts throughout
Region 1



Create and dissolve subcommittees and working groups.

Section E: HMCC Steering Committee Officers.


Officers shall consist of a chair and vice chair. See attached job descriptions for
duties. The vice chair shall assume and perform the duties of the chair in the
absence or disability of the chair. In the event of the resignation of the chair, the
vice chair shall become chair for the unexpired term



Officers will be elected by nomination and simple majority vote of a quorum of
Steering Committee members



Term of office will be for a period of one year, with elections to take place during
the first meeting of each fiscal year



In the event of an officer vacancy, the Steering Committee shall fill the vacancy
at the next regular meeting
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Officers shall have the right to vote and to debate questions the same as any
other member. The Chair shall cast the last vote.



The chair shall have the right to authorize grant applications and make any other
time-sensitive decisions between meetings, and shall report interim actions at the
next Steering Committee meeting to garner formal approval.

Section F: HMCC Steering Committee Meetings.
Organizational meetings will be held in the quarter following the beginning of the fiscal
year to elect officers, set the Steering Committee meeting schedule for the term, and
begin annual review of the operating principles. Regular meetings of the Steering
Committee shall take place no less than quarterly, on a schedule determined by the
Steering Committee. Special meetings may be called as needed.

The quorum for a Steering Committee meeting shall be six members. Steering
Committee members are expected to make all reasonable efforts to attend every
scheduled Steering Committee meeting in person, but remote participation will count as
meeting attendance. Should a member miss two consecutive meetings, the Steering
Committee chair or HMCC staff shall contact the member to identify barriers to
participation and identify potential strategies to ensure regular future participation.
Should any Steering Committee member miss three consecutive regularly-scheduled
meetings, the Steering Committee chair and/or HMCC staff shall contact the discipline’s
coordination group to address the attendance issue.

Section G: HMCC Steering Committee Voting.
Each discipline shall have two votes, for a total of ten Steering Committee votes. If a
member is unable to attend a meeting, s/he must inform the HMCC staff, Steering
Committee chair, and disciplinary alternates as soon as is reasonably possible. Should
a Steering Committee member be absent from a meeting, a duly elected alternate from
that discipline shall vote.

Section H: Terms.
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Steering Committee terms shall be for two years. In the first year of operation, one
member from each disciplinary group will serve a three year term to allow for staggered
representation terms.

Section I: Non-Voting Stakeholders.
Other health and medical preparedness and response stakeholders and subject matter
experts may participate as non-voting stakeholders in HMCC Steering Committee
meetings as appropriate.

Article IV: Working Committees of the HMCC

All core discipline members are encouraged to serve on working committees. Planning,
Training & Exercise, and ad hoc committees of the HMCC may consist of members of
the five disciplines as well as other relevant regional stakeholder groups, including but
not limited to: home health/hospice providers, Medical Reserve Corps, pharmacists,
mental health agencies, public safety officials, dialysis centers, MEMA, COADs, etc.
Working committees may choose their own members without formal appointments by
the Steering Committee. Working committees of the HMCC may have members of the
Steering Committee on them, and may be chaired by a member of the Steering
Committee. HMCC staff shall serve as non-voting ex officio members of all working
committees.

Article V: Full Coalition

The sponsoring organization will hold a Full Coalition meeting at least once annually to
update all member organizations on HMCC activities. Full Coalition meetings will be
held in central locations or rotate among Region 1 sub-regions. Newsletters will be
issued to the full coalition quarterly.
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Article VI: Procedural Rules
The rules contained in the latest edition of “Robert’s Rules of Order” shall govern in all
cases which are not inconsistent with federal and state law and/or guidelines and these
bylaws.

Section A: General votes shall pass via a simple majority of members present. The
exception is revising Principles of Operation and budgetary concerns, both of which will
require a supermajority equal to or greater than 7 of the 10 Steering Committee
members.

Article VII: Amendments

These operating procedures may be amended by seven (7) votes at any Steering
Committee meeting. All proposed amendments must be presented to membership, in
writing, 45 days prior to the vote, to allow disciplines time to comment and direct their
representatives.

Article VIII: Host Agency Responsibilities

Programmatic:


Ensure completion of all deliverables for grants received by the Franklin Regional
Council of Governments (FRCOG) for the HMCC



Identify and seek additional funding to address public health emergency
preparedness priorities



Provide administrative support for meetings by assisting in the development and
distribution of agendas and minutes, coordinating meeting speakers and location
logistics, notifying members of meetings dates, and furnishing meeting materials
to attendees.
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Administration, Contract, and Financial:


Ensure that financial management and expenditures meet MDPH, state, and
federal standards, and FRCOG financial policies and practices



Ensure compliance with all reporting requirements for funders



Prepare reports to the HMCC



Ensure compliance with all state laws and regulations, including procurement,
purchasing, Conflict of Interest, and Ethics



Prepare preliminary budget, taking into consideration funding availability, HMCC
priorities, and FRCOG mandated responsibilities



Hire, supervise, and discipline staff.

Reviewed and approved by the HMCC Steering Committee on 9/24/19.
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Attachment A: Guidance/Job Description for HMCC Committee Members

In order for a committee to operate effectively and efficiently, its members must commit
to a minimum level of participation. Members who are informed, prepared for meetings,
engaged, and enthusiastic can move a committee forward and make it more welcoming
for new recruits to join. Following are sample job descriptions for an HMCC committee
member and committee chair.

Committee Member:

1. Believe in the mission of the HMCC and champion the HMCC to its constituents
and others in the community
2. Demonstrate interest in working collaboratively with all disciplines on behalf of
the HMCC
3. Participate fully
4. Be available to attend regularly scheduled meetings, including having the
capacity and time to drive anywhere in Western Mass
5. Attend at least 75% of the meetings and be on time for the start of the meeting
6. Do the necessary work before attending the meeting, such as reading the
agenda, minutes from the prior meeting, and documents that will be discussed
during the meeting
7. Become familiar with the HMCC’s Operating Principles
8. Engage in discussion, while being mindful of allowing all voices being heard. Use
electronic devices only for emergencies or for note-taking in the meeting
9. Follow through on commitments made during the meeting
10. Participate in HMCC training and exercise events
11. Act on behalf of the discipline represented:


Bring a unique perspective based on the area of expertise, while
remembering the responsibility is to act in the best interests of the residents
of Western Mass as a whole
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Serve as an information conduit from the discipline to the committee and vice
versa

12. Maintain awareness of emerging issues that could impact HMCC member
disciplines and the committee itself
13. Guide the work of the staff


Keep the big picture of goals and objectives in mind and let staff worry
about the details of how to get the work done

Committee Chair:
In addition to being a good committee member,
1.

Work with HMCC staff to set the agenda

2.

Facilitate discussion during the meeting


Ensure everyone gets a chance to speak, which might include encouraging the
more introspective to share their thoughts



When the Chair wants to be able to speak more freely without worrying about
keeping the discussion moving, ask another member to temporarily facilitate.



Keep discussions on topic



Keep discussions moving forward



Be mindful of the time. If it seems like discussion is still productive, but time is
running out, ask the group for permission to extend the meeting, eliminate other
items on the agenda, or table the discussion until the next meeting

3.

Call for formal motions and votes in order to ensure clarity.

4.

Begin and end the meeting on time

5.

Along with staff, liaison and represent the Region 1 HMCC to other state and
regional stakeholders as appropriate.
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FY21 HMCC Purchase Review
Current as of 3.24.2021



Asset Tracking Software that will allow the HMCC greater aerial view of what has been
purchased through preparedness grants. As the HMCC takes on storage of more medical
supplies, this asset tracking software will help manage inventory and expiration dates.



2 6w X 12L single axle cargo trailers purchased for Fairview Hospital and EMSCO to store and
deploy inflatable HVAC shelters and generators purchased in previous years.



8 Stop The Bleed wall mounted cabinet’s (5 advanced kits in each) that went to community
health centers and long term care facilities in the region.



22000 needle/syringes for vaccinations (mixed between 1in, 1.5in and 5/8in needle length)
including equal amounts of adhesive bandages, alcohol prep pads, and gauze to create kits.



4 10x20 tents including LED lighting and heating lamps for each for drive through clinics,



4 3,800 watt portable Champion Power Equipment Brand generators (propane or gas powered
with auto start) that can power the each tent during a drive through clinic.



Climate controlled storage space - U-Haul in Chicopee.



Upcoming approved items:
o Lots more PPE
o Items to support storing and tracking inventory
 including barcode printer and scanner, dolly for moving equipment, etc.



Upcoming budget mod –
o Looking into finding more storage space.
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BP3 Program Year Priorities and Offerings Brainstorm

Big Question: What are the needs and priorities of the disciplines (and/or counties) as they
consider the coming program year?




Planning needs?
Training needs?
Equipping needs?



After Action Review and Improvement Plans
o develop supports, promote best practices, identify and host more resources on web
page
o TA for smaller facilities less used to this work, best practice, web resources
o Build virtual discussion guide similar to planning considerations in an emergency tool?
 (https://wrhsac.org/projects-and-initiatives/emergency-preparedness-planningin-a-pandemic-workshop-toolkit/)



Improvement Plan alignment to support HMCC effort
o What’s next? What do people want/need moving forward?
o Can we aggregate facility/disciplinary findings to identify areas of common need/priority
to direct HMCC resources?
 Do we survey people to find out?
 Wait to see HMCC deliverables?



Recovery resources – what does long-term recovery from COVID look like?
o What will “back to normal”, or even “improved” look like for public health, for hospitals
and CHCs, EMS, behavioral health, etc.?



How many COVID affiliates in region? Do a convening around what that work has been, who
has benefitted, and how?
o What is happening with COVID affiliate work moving forward?



Fostering vaccine acceptance (at least in the summer/fall 21 months?)



Return to Cybersecurity awareness and resource promotion



Risk Communication and what COVID taught us
o Public health and harm reduction versus absolutism
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Julia Marcus to speak?
 Panel discussion?



Behavioral Health/CISM/stress management?
o What kind of needs exist here? Is there a greater need for mental health support for
healthcare and public health workers?



Advocacy and Funding
o What are the federal and state policies, budget appropriations, etc., that healthcare and
public health should be tuned into?



Return to exercise software development



Promote regional cache – inventory and access awareness promotion
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Steering Committee
Name
Heather Barbieri
Ron Riethle
Jeanne Galloway
Allison Egan
John Meaney
Brian Andrews
Jacqueline Johnson
Carrie Matusko

Term
Length
3 yrs.
2 yrs.
3 yrs.
2 yrs.
3 yrs.
2 yrs.
2 yrs.
3 yrs.

vacant

Patricia Haner

2 yrs.

Term
Exp.
2021
2022
2021
2022
2021
2022
2021
2021

Discipline
Hospitals
Hospitals
Public Health
Public Health
EMS
EMS
CHC
CHC
LTC
2022 LTC

Organization
Fairview Hospital
Holyoke Medical Center
W. Springfield Health Dept.
Berkshire Regional Planning Commission
Northern Berkshire EMS
County Ambulance
Caring Health Ctr.
Holyoke Health Ctr.

County
Berkshire
Hampden
Hampden
Berkshire
Berkshire
Berkshire
Hampden
Hampden

Office Phone
413-854-9656
413 534-2844
413-263-3205
413-442-1521 x36
413-664-6680 x 11
413-499-2527
413-693-1016
413-420-2889

Email
hbarbieri@bhs1.org
riethle_ronald@holyokehealth.com
jgalloway@townofwestspringfield.org
aegan@berkshireplanning.org
jmeaney@northadamsambulance.com
bkandrews@countyamb.com
jjohnson@caringhealth.org
Carrie.Matusko@hhcinc.org

Kimball Farms Retirement Comm.

Berkshire

413-637-7390

phaner@bhs1.org
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